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Abstract

The Albayzin 2008 Language Recognition Evaluation
was held from May to October 2008, and their results
presented and discussed among the participating teams at
the 5th Biennial Workshop on Speech Technology [1], or-
ganized by the Spanish Network on Speech Technologies
[2] in November 2008. In this paper, we present (for the
first time) a full description of the Albayzin 2008 LRE
and analyze and discuss recognition results. The evalua-
tion was designed according to the test procedures, pro-
tocols and performance measures used in the NIST 2007
LRE. The KALAKA database [3], consisting of 16 kHz
audio signals recorded from TV broadcasts, was created
ad-hocand used for the evaluation. The four official lan-
guages spoken in Spain (Basque, Catalan, Galician and
Spanish) were taken as target languages, other (unknown)
languages being also recorded to allow open-set verifica-
tion tests. The best system, employing state-of-the-art
technology, yieldedCavg = 0, 0552 (around 5% EER)
in closed-set verification tests on a set of 30-second seg-
ments. This reveals the difficulty of the task, despite us-
ing 16 kHz speech signals and having only four target lan-
guages. We plan to include also Portuguese and English
as target languages for the next Albayzin 2010 LRE.

1. Introduction

The Albayzin 2008 Language Recognition Evaluation
was organized and coordinated by the Software Tech-
nologies Working Group of the University of the Basque
Country, as part of the activities of the Spanish Network
on Speech Technology (SNST) [2]. Every two years, the
SNST organizes a workshop which includes the so called
Albayzinsystem evaluations. The 5th Biennial Workshop
on Speech Technology included evaluations on three top-
ics: speech translation, speech synthesis and language
recognition (see [1] for details).

The main goal of the Albayzin 2008 LRE was to pro-
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mote collaboration between research teams from Spain
and Portugal that focus their research on language recog-
nition. With this purpose in mind, a language verification
task was designed, based on NIST 2007 LRE, but with
only 4 target languages (Spanish, Catalan, Basque and
Galician) and using 16 kHz audio signals (with medium
to high SNR). Four different test conditions were de-
fined, depending on development conditions (free vs. re-
stricted) and the operation mode (open-set vs. closed-
set). The closed-set restricted-development track was
taken as reference to choose the best system.

The organizing team provided data for training, de-
velopment and evaluation purposes, consisting on 16 kHz
TV broadcast recordings. Training data amount to more
than 8 hours of speech per target language. Develop-
ment data consist of three subsets of speech segments,
corresponding to three nominal durations: 30, 10 and 3
seconds. Each segment contains speech either in a tar-
get language, or in otherunknownlanguage from a set of
languages not specified to participants. A key file with in-
formation about each segment was provided too. Finally,
the evaluation set is structured exactly the same way as
the development set, except for the segments inunknown
languages, whose distribution is different.

The task was defined in the same terms as for NIST
2007 LRE [4]: for each segment and each target lan-
guage, systems must determine, via a hard decision and
a score, whether or not the test segment contains speech
of the target language. As noted above, systems could be
built under four possible test conditions. On the other
hand, trials corresponding to the three subsets of seg-
ments, with nominal durations of 30, 10 and 3 seconds,
were scored separately, thus resulting in 12 possible scor-
ings (4 test conditions× 3 durations).

System performance was primarily measured by the
cost function used in NIST evaluations, based on miss
and false alarm rates between pairs of languages, which
are then averaged to get a pooled cost. We also offered an
alternative cost measure for those systems whose scores
may be interpreted as log-likelihood ratios, the so called
CLLR, as defined in [5, 6]. Finally, Detection Error
Tradeoff (DET) curves were used to graphically compare
the global performance of systems.



The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The lan-
guage detection task is briefly defined in Section 2. The
database, produced specifically and distributed to train,
tune and evaluate language recognition systems in the
Albayzin 2008 LRE, is described in Section 3. Section
4 defines the measures used to evaluate system perfor-
mance, which are basically the same used in NIST 2007
LRE and are included here only for the sake of com-
pleteness. Section 5 addresses issues related to the or-
ganization of Albayzin 2008 LRE. Results are presented
and discussed in Section 6, with special attention to the
closed-set restricted-development condition (which was
mandatory), but devoting some space to more detailed
analyses. Finally, conclusions and future work are out-
lined in Section 7.

2. The language detection task

The language detection task was stated as for NIST eval-
uations [4]: given a segment of speech and a language
of interest (target language), determine whether or not
that language is spoken in the segment, based on an au-
tomated analysis of the data contained in the segment.
Performance was computed by presenting the system a
set of trials. Each trial comprises the following elements:
(1) a segment of audio containing speech in a single lan-
guage; (2) the target language; and (3) the non-target lan-
guages, that is, those languages that may be spoken in
the segment. For each trial, the system must output: (1)
a hard decision (yes/no) about whether or not the target
language is spoken in the segment; and (2) a score in-
dicating how likely is for the system that the target lan-
guage is spoken in the segment, the higher the score the
greater the confidence that the segment contains the tar-
get language. Participants may optionally state that their
scores can be interpreted as log-likelihood ratios, in order
to compute the alternative performance measureCLLR

defined in Section 4.2.
Regarding system development, two different condi-

tions were defined: (1)free development, which means
that any available materials can be used for system devel-
opment; and (2)restricted development, which forces to
use only the train and development materials provided in
Albayzin 2008 LRE. It must be noted that restricted de-
velopment implied that external materials could be used
neither directly nor indirectly. For instance, acoustic
models trained on an external acoustic database were not
allowed. These conditions were defined with the aim to
compensate for the advantage of research groups having
lots of resources, with regard to those having almost noth-
ing. The restricted-development condition tried to put all
the groups at the starting line of having no previous data.

With regard to verification tests, open-set and closed-
set operation modes were defined. In closed-set verifi-
cation, the set of trials is limited to segments contain-
ing speech in one of the target languages, and scores are

computed based on those trials. In open-set verification,
scores are computed based on the whole set of trials for
a given test, including those corresponding to segments
containing speech in anunknownlanguage. This way,
systems could be designed specifically or optimized for a
particular operation mode, and research teams could sub-
mit separate results for each operation mode. As we ex-
plain in Section 3, whereas the training set did not pro-
vide data forunknownlanguages, both the development
and evaluation sets included segments inunknownlan-
guages (with different distributions). The set ofunknown
languages was not disclosed to participants.

With the aim to measure performance as a function
of the available amount of speech, the development and
evaluation sets were each divided into three subsets, con-
taining segments of three nominal durations: 30, 10 and
3 seconds, respectively. Segment durations were not ex-
plicitly disclosed to participants, although they could be
guessed from file sizes. Note that each segment is a frag-
ment of an original TV broadcast recording, containing
speech in a single language (from one or more speakers)
mixed with fragments of silence or background noise, so
the actual amount of speech is smaller than the nominal
duration.

A test condition was determined by the operation
mode (open-set vs. closed-set) and the development con-
dition (free vs. restricted), so four test conditions were
defined: (1) open-set / free-development (briefly, OF);
(2) open-set / restricted-development (briefly, OR); (3)
closed-set / free-development (briefly, CF); and closed-
set / restricted-development (briefly, CR). Participants
were allowed to submit multiple systems for each test
condition, but were required to specify a single system
as primary, the remaining beingcontrastive. Given a
test condition, trials corresponding to each duration were
scored separately, resulting in 12 possible scorings (4 test
conditions× 3 durations).

3. Data

As noted above, in the free-development condition, par-
ticipants could use any available materials to train and
tune their systems. However, the evaluation focused on
systems and results obtained by using just the materials
provided by the organization. This was an attempt to
compensate for the lack of data that may strongly limit
the performance attainable by some participants.

A speech database, named KALAKA [3], was specif-
ically designed, collected and built to support the Al-
bayzin 2008 LRE. KALAKA allows us to build language
recognition systems with four target languages: Basque,
Catalan, Galician and Spanish. These are all official lan-
guages in Spain, though only Spanish is spoken in the
whole territory, whereas the other three are spoken (with
different usage levels) in specific regions. Due to the
interaction between these languages, the task of distin-



guishing them could be more challenging than expected.
In fact, one of the goals of the evaluation was to mea-
sure the accuracy that state-of-the-art language recogni-
tion systems could attain for this task.

KALAKA was designed by keeping in mind NIST
evaluations [7] (in particular, NIST 2007 Language
Recognition Evaluation [4]). There is, however, a signif-
icant difference: NIST LRE materials consisted of spon-
taneous conversations recorded at 8 kHz through tele-
phone channels involving two speakers1, whereas those
of KALAKA were extracted from wide-band (44.1 kHz,
stereo) TV show recordings, later converted to single-
channel 16 kHz audio signals, including both planned and
spontaneous speech in diverse environment conditions in-
volving a varying number of speakers. Various types of
TV shows were recorded, with prevalence of broadcast
news, talk shows and debates.

After recording, fragments containing noisy speech,
music, speech overlaps, etc. were discarded. Only speech
fragments with a low level of background noise were val-
idated for KALAKA. This task was performed by listen-
ing to and looking at audio signals. As a result, speech
segments of indefinite length (each spoken in a single
language by one or more speakers) were extracted from
recorded materials and stored in (single channel, 16 kHz,
16 bits/sample, uncompressed PCM) WAV files. No fur-
ther processing was applied to speech segments posted to
the train dataset (see Table 1).

Table 1: Distribution of training segments per target lan-
guage: number of segments (# seg), total duration (T )
and average segment duration (T̄seg).

Spanish Catalan Basque Galician
# seg 282 278 342 401
T (min) 529 538 531 532
T̄seg (sec) 112,55 116,12 93,16 79,60

Speech fragments posted to development and evalu-
ation were taken as source to extract segments of fixed
duration (30, 10 and 3 seconds), according to the follow-
ing criteria:

1. Speech segments must be enclosed by a certain
amount of silence (i.e. low-energy frames), which
is included as part of the segments. This way, it
is expected to catch natural segments and to avoid
cutting words.

2. A 30-second segment is validated if and only if it
contains a valid 10-second segment. Similarly, a
10-second segment is validated if and only if it con-
tains a 3-second segment.

1In the latest NIST LRE (2009), most data were collected fromVoice
of Americaradio broadcasts, but only speech segments coming from
telephone channels were used for testing purposes.

3. Segments can be slightly longer (but not shorter)
than their nominal duration: 3-second segments are
allowed to last up to 5 seconds; 10-second seg-
ments are allowed to last up to 12 seconds; and
30-second segments are allowed to last up to 33
seconds.

Development and evaluation data include utterances
in target andunknownlanguages, so that open-set evalu-
ations can be carried out. The development dataset con-
sists of 1800 speech segments, distributed in three sub-
sets, each containing 600 segments with nominal dura-
tions of 30, 10 and 3 seconds, respectively. Each subset
consists of 120 segments per target language and 120 ad-
ditional segments fromunknownlanguages. The evalua-
tion dataset has the same structure, except for the distri-
bution of non-target languages (see Table 2).

Table 2: Distribution of segments (the same for each du-
ration) for theunknownlanguages in the development and
evaluation datasets.

French Portuguese English German
Devel 70 10 40 0
Eval 10 70 0 40

Summarizing, the training set contains around 9 hours
of speech per target language, which amounts to around
36 hours of training data. The development and evalua-
tion sets contains around 7.7 hours of speech each, dis-
tributed the same way: more than 90 minutes of speech
per target language and more than 90 minutes of speech
for unknownlanguages all together. The whole database
amounts to around 50 hours of speech and is distributed
(after direct request to authors) in three DVD (see [3] for
details).

4. Performance measures

The language recognition task defined in this evaluation
considers two types of errors: (1)misses, those for which
the correct answer isyesbut the system saysno; and (2)
false alarms, those for which the correct answer isnobut
the system saysyes. Therefore, for any test condition the
corresponding error rates can be computed as the fraction
of target trials that are rejected (miss rate, Pmiss) and the
fraction of impostor trials that are accepted (false alarm
rate, Pfa), and suitable cost functions can be defined as
combinations of these basic error rates.

4.1. Average cost across target languages

Let assume that there areL target languages. Let
Pmiss(i) be the miss rate computed on trials correspond-
ing to target languagei (i ∈ [1, L]), andPfa(i, j) the
false alarm rate computed on trials corresponding to
other languagej (the index0 representingunknownlan-



guages), that is, the fraction of trials corresponding to lan-
guagej that are erroneously accepted as containing lan-
guagei. Thepairwise costC(i, j) is defined as follows:

C(i, j) = Cmiss · Ptarget · Pmiss(i) +

Cfa · (1− Ptarget) · Pfa(i, j) (1)

Note that the pairwise cost model depends on three ap-
plication parameters:Cmiss, Cfa andPtarget. For this
evaluation, the same values used in NIST 2007 LRE are
applied:

Cmiss = Cfa = 1
Ptarget = 0.5

Pairwise costs are computed separately for each of
the four test conditions and for each of the three segment
duration categories. Finally, an average cost is defined by
adding the contributions for all the combinations of target
and non-target languages:

Cavg =
1

L

L
∑

i=1

{Cmiss · Ptarget · Pmiss(i)

+

L
∑

j=1

j 6=i

Cfa · Pnon−target · Pfa(i, j)

+ Cfa · POOS · Pfa(i, 0)} (2)

wherePnon−target is the prior probability of each non-
target language (assuming a uniform distribution) and
POOS the prior probability ofunknown(Out-Of-Set) lan-
guages. In this evaluation, the following values are ap-
plied:

POOS =

{

0.0 closed-set condition
0.2 open-set condition

Pnon−target =
1− Ptarget − POOS

L− 1

The average costCavg is computed separately for each of
the four test conditions and for each of the three segment
duration categories, and serves as the main system per-
formance measure in this evaluation. The scoring script
of NIST LRE [8] (with some minor changes) was used to
computeCavg.

4.2. Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) average cost

As noted above, sites may optionally specify that their
scores represent (or can be interpreted) as log-likelihood
ratios. In such cases, it was planned to evaluate systems
also in terms of the so calledCLLR [5], which is used
as an alternative performance measure in NIST evalua-
tions. CLLR shows two important features: (1) it allows
us to evaluate system performance globally by means of a
single numerical value, which is somehow related to the
area below the DET curve, provided that scores can be
interpreted as log-likelihood ratios; and (2)CLLR does

not depend on application costs; instead, it depends on
the calibration of scores, an important feature of detec-
tion systems. To computeCLLR, theFoCal toolkit can
be used [9].

Let LR(X, i) be thelikelihood ratio corresponding
to segmentX and target languagei. The likelihood ratio
can be expressed in terms of the conditional probabilities
of X with regard to the alternative target and non-target
hypotheses, as follows:

LR(X, i) =
prob(X|i)

prob(X|¬i)
(3)

Let consider an evaluation setE, consisting of the
union ofL+1 disjoint subsets:Ej (j ∈ [1, L]) containing
segments in the target languagej, andE0 containing seg-
ments inunknownlanguages. Pairwise costsCLLR(i, j),
for i ∈ [1, L] andj ∈ [0, L], are defined as follows:

CLLR(i, j) =







1

|Ei|

∑

X∈Ei

log
2
(1 + LR(X, i)−1) j = i

1

|Ej |

∑

X∈Ej

log
2
(1 + LR(X, i)) j 6= i

(4)
Finally, the average costCLLR is computed by adding

the pairwise costs for all the combinations of target and
non-target (including Out-Of-Set) languages, as follows:

CLLR =
1

L

L
∑

i=1

{Ptarget · CLLR(i, i)

+
L
∑

j=1

j 6=i

Pnon−target · CLLR(i, j)

+ POOS · CLLR(i, 0)} (5)

The cost functionCLLR returns an unbounded non-
negative value which can be interpreted as information
bits, with lower values representing better performance,
the value0 corresponding to a perfect system and the
value log

2
(L) corresponding to a system which just re-

lies on (uniform) priors, thus providing no information to
decide a trial. Further details about the reasons for using
and the interpretation ofCLLR can be found in [5, 6].

4.3. Graphical evaluation: DET curves

Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) curves [10] provide a
straightforward way of comparing the global average per-
formance of different systems for a given test condition.
A DET curve is generated by computingPmiss andPfa

for a wide range of operation points (thresholds), based
on the scores yielded by the analyzed system for a given
test set. BesidesCavg andCLLR, DET curves are used
in NIST evaluations to support system performance com-
parisons. In this evaluation, DET curves are generated by
means of NIST software [11].



5. Organizational issues

After training and development materials were sent to
participants, there were 3 months for system develop-
ment. Then, after evaluation data were sent to partici-
pants, there were 3 weeks for processing data and send-
ing results, in a format similar to that used in NIST LRE,
that is, a text file with a trial per line, each trial consist-
ing of 6 fields: development condition, target language,
operation mode, test file, decision and score. Since mul-
tiple systems could be submitted, a naming protocol was
established, consisting of a site identifier, a test condi-
tion identifier (OF, OR, CF or CR) and a system identi-
fier (primary, contrastive1, contrastive2, etc.). For each
file of results, participants had to specify whether or not
the scores may be interpreted as log-likelihood ratios. Fi-
nally, each participant was committed to send a complete
description of their systems, with the aim to give readers
a clear sense of what each system was about (methods,
references, training data, processing speed, etc.). System
ranking in each test condition and each duration subcat-
egory was done taking into accountCavg values. DET
curves andCLLR values were computed only to allow
more detailed analyses. The best system award was given
to the best system in the CR condition on the subset of
30-second segments.

Table 3: Performance (Cavg) of primary and contrastive
systems submitted to Albayzin 2008 LRE in the four test
conditions (OF, OR, CF and CR) for the subset of 30-
second segments.

Cavg

OF-30 OR-30 CF-30 CR-30
pri pri con pri pri con

T1 0,0946 0,1313 0,1110 0,0552 0,0778 0,0656
T2 0,1204 0,2787 0,0556 0,2420
T3 0,2597 0,5389
T4 0,5035

6. Results

There were 4 participants in the evaluation, three of them
from Spain and one from Portugal. Since only one of
them sent scores that may be interpreted as log-likelihood
ratios, the alternative measureCLLR was not computed
and will not be considered in the analyses hereafter. As
shown in Table 3, 13 systems were submitted, 6 from
Team 1, 4 from Team 2, 2 from Team 3 and 1 from Team
4. Performance as a function of the available amount of
speech will be presented in Section 6.1. The remaining
analyses in this Section will deal with results on the sub-
set of 30-second segments, for which the best figures are
obtained. In particular, Table 3 shows the performance
of the submitted systems on the subset of 30-second seg-
ments. Team 1 presented the best systems in all condi-

tions, featuring state-of-the-art technology. Systems pre-
sented by Team 2, also featuring state-of-the-art technol-
ogy, did only yield competitive performance in some con-
ditions. Finally, systems presented by Teams 3 and 4
were not specifically designed for this task and they prob-
ably needed more tuning.

Focusing on results obtained by Teams 1 and 2, note
that the best performance (Cavg = 0, 0552, around 5%
Equal Error Rate, in the CL condition) is not so good
as those obtained in NIST LRE, which deal with much
more data and target languages. Obviously, we are not
comparing thesame systemson two different tasks, but
different systems on different tasks, and we cannot ex-
tract conclusions. Anyway, these results may indicate
that the proposed task is, in fact, more difficult than ex-
pected, taking into account that we are dealing with 16
kHz (good quality) speech signals and just 4 target lan-
guages. This difficulty may be due to the presence of var-
ious sources of variability (speakers, environment, chan-
nel, etc.) but more probably to the phonetic and lexi-
cal similarity among the target languages, which evolved
jointly in different regions of the Iberian Peninsula, be-
ing Castilian Spanish the shared and most influential lan-
guage. On the other hand, system performance is remark-
ably worse (with almost two times theCavg) in open-set
than in closed-set verification tests. This reveals that a
high number of false alarms are being detected for im-
postor trials.
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Figure 1: Pooled DET curves of systems submitted to
Albayzin 2008 LRE in the CR condition for the subset
containing 30-second segments.

Figure 1 shows DET curves of systems submitted
to the CR condition for the subset of 30-second seg-



ments. The primary system submitted by Team 1 clearly
yielded the best performance among all primary systems
(Cavg = 0, 0778), so the best system award was given to
Team 1. Note, however, that the best performance in this
condition was obtained by the contrastive system submit-
ted by Team 1 (Cavg = 0, 0656).

Regarding processing times, only three systems were
reported to take more than 1×Real-Time: the primary
systems of Team 1 for the OF and CF conditions
(1,5×Real-Time), and the primary system of Team 3 for
the CR condition (1,4×Real-Time). The other systems
were reported to take under 0,4×Real-Time. The con-
trastive system of Team 3 for the CR condition was the
fastest, with 0,004×Real-Time.
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Figure 2: Pooled DET curves of the best system in the
OF test condition for the subsets containing 30, 10 and
3-second segments.

6.1. Results per duration of test segments

Results in all conditions showed that, as expected, perfor-
mance was consistently worse for 10-second than for 30-
second test segments, and even worse for 3-second test
segments. The DET curves for the best system in the OF
condition are shown in Figure 2. Note that the EER for 3-
second segments (around 20%) is two times the EER for
30-second segments (around 10%). Similar results were
obtained for other systems and conditions.

6.2. Results per development condition

Systems applying development restrictions (i.e. using
only those materials provided for Albayzin 2008 LRE,
allowing neither external data nor subsystems trained on
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Figure 3: Pooled DET curves of systems corresponding
to Team 1 and Team 2, in the CF and CR test conditions
for the subset of 30-second segments.

external data) performed consistently worse than systems
freely developed on any available data. In the case of
Team 1 (blue curves in Figure 3) the restricted system
yielded quite remarkable results:Cavg = 0, 0778 in
closed-set verification tests on the set of 30-second seg-
ments, which means only 40% increased cost with regard
to the free system. In the case of Team 2 (red curves in
Figure 3), differences were much higher: the restricted
system yielded more than 4 times the cost of the free sys-
tem. Finally, note that the free systems of Teams 1 and
2 yielded almost the sameCavg performance, their DET
curves being very close to each other.

6.3. Results per target language

Analyzing in detail the behaviour of language recogni-
tion systems for each target language would take a lot of
time and effort. Here we simply inspect disaggregated
results (per target language) for the best system in the CF
and OF conditions on the set of 30-second segments (see
DET curves in Figures 4 and 5). Clearly, system per-
formance was not homogeneous when disaggregated for
target languages. In the CF condition, the best recogni-
tion performance was obtained for Basque, whereas per-
formance was quite similar for the three other target lan-
guages. In the OF condition, the presence of impostor
trials with unknownlanguages had almost no effect in
the performance for Basque (which yielded again the best
performance) and Spanish, whereas the effect was quite
remarkable for Catalan. The confusion among languages
in both conditions has been depicted in Tables 4 and 5,
where the error rates (Pmiss(i) in the diagonal,Pfa(i, j)



outside the diagonal) are expressed as grey levels (white
for 0 and black for1). Note the highPfa associated to
Catalan for impostor trials withunknownlanguages in the
OF condition.

Table 4: Error rates (Pmiss(i) in the diagonal,Pfa(i, j)
outside the diagonal) for the best system in the CF condi-
tion on the subset of 30-second segments. The darker the
cell means the higher the error rate.

Target

Spanish Catalan Basque Galician

Spanish 0.0750 0.0167 0.1250 0.0833

Catalan 0.0083 0.1167 0.0083 0.0000

Basque 0.0083 0.0000 0.0083 0.0000

Se
gm

en
t

Galician 0.1167 0.0500 0.0083 0.1000

Table 5: Error rates (Pmiss(i) in the diagonal,Pfa(i, j)
outside the diagonal) for the best system in the OF condi-
tion on the subset of 30-second segments. The darker the
cell means the higher the error rate.

Target

Spanish Catalan Basque Galician

Spanish 0.0833 0.0083 0.0667 0.0083

Catalan 0.0083 0.1750 0.0000 0.0000

Basque 0.0083 0.0000 0.0250 0.0000

Galician 0.1083 0.0417 0.0000 0.1083

Se
gm

en
t

Unknown 0.0667 0.4333 0.1083 0.1417

The high performance for Basque may be due to the
different origins of Basque with regard to the other tar-
get languages (which are Romance languages). Basque
has been influenced by Romance languages (specially by
Spanish and French), but has completely different roots,
and its lexicon is quite different from those of the other
languages appearing in KALAKA. On the other hand, the
high confusion of Catalan (and at a lower degree, also of
Galician) with theunknownlanguages may be due to its
similarity to French or Portuguese (note that all of them
are Romance languages).

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, the main features of the Albayzin 2008
Language Recognition Evaluation have been described,
and results obtained by the submitted systems have been
presented and discussed. The evaluation involved the
four official languages spoken in Spain (Basque, Catalan,
Galician and Spanish) as target languages. A database,
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Figure 4: DET curves for target languages, using the best
system in the CF test condition.

consisting of 16 kHz audio signals taken from TV broad-
casts, was created and used specifically for this evalua-
tion. The best system, employing state-of-the-art tech-
nology and without development restrictions, yielded
Cavg = 0, 0552 in closed-set verification tests on 30-
second speech segments. This reveals the difficulty of
the task, maybe due to the presence of various sources
of variability (speakers, environment, channel, etc.) but
more probably to the phonetic and lexical similarity
among the target languages, which evolved jointly in dif-
ferent regions of the Iberian Peninsula, being Castilian
Spanish the shared and most influential language.

Results were analyzed in detail from different an-
gles, taking the performance of the best system as ref-
erence. Performance was remarkably worse (with almost
two times theCavg) in open-set than in closed-set verifi-
cation tests. Just by inspecting DET curves, we realized
that performance consistently worsened as the available
amount of speech reduced from 30 to 10, and from 10 to
3 seconds. As may be expected, restricting the develop-
ment conditions to using only those materials provided
for Albayzin 2008 LRE (instead of any available materi-
als) led to higher costs. The best system, with develop-
ment restrictions, yieldedCavg = 0, 0778 in closed-set
verification tests on the set of 30-second segments (a 40%
relative increase in cost with regard to the system without
development restrictions). Finally, system performance
was not homogeneous when disaggregated for target lan-
guages. In particular, the best recognition performance
was obtained for Basque, which may be due to the dif-
ferent origins of Basque with regard to the other target
languages (which are Romance languages).
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Figure 5: DET curves for target languages, using the best
system in the OF test condition.

We plan to carry out a second evaluation this year,
the Albayzin 2010 LRE, using again 16 kHz TV broad-
cast speech signals, but including also Portuguese and
English as target languages and renewing the set ofun-
knownlanguages. This new feature might make the eval-
uation more appealing for research teams from outside
Spain. The evaluation would be held from June to Octo-
ber 2010 and results would be presented at the 6th Bien-
nial Workshop on Speech Technology, to be held in Vigo
(Spain) in November 2010. The evaluation plan will be
posted through ISCA.
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